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Introducing the High Security Series 
For safeguarding red route high security data 
The most recent addition to the acclaimed range of Clark-Drain security covers and chambers, 

the High Security Series has been designed and manufactured to meet the JSP 480 specification laid 

down by the Ministry of Defence. Incorporating the latest benefits of our triple - locking system, 

the High Security Series has been given significant enhancements in order to further improve its 

already outstanding attributes in relation to:

Keep your data 
Clark-Drain secure

Security Strength Durability Stability Performance



1. Enhanced security
Triple locking system includes a concealed padlock 

on the outer cover and two turn catch locks to 

guard against external attacks.

2. Ease of installation 
One piece design improves bonding to 

modular lightweight chambers enabling 

for adjustment in uneven installations 

and offering resistance to separation to 

help reduce any security risk.

3. Easy, safe access  
Hidden sprung hinges incorporating safety 
stay locking catches enable one person lifting 
of cover, reducing risk of personal injury.

4. Covert design 
Lockable inner safety mesh reduces risk of damage 
to cables from foreign objects and obscures the 
contents of the chamber.

5. Increased strength
The robust 6mm thick galvanised steel construction 
offers greater loading resistance exceeding the FACTA 
D class, ideal for slow moving articulated road traffic.

6. Drainage
Drainage pipe connection available on request.
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High Security Series
Our high security product is part of the security range of chambers and covers widely used within the defence, retail security,

CCTV, telecommunications and financial sectors. Clark-Drain also provides high security covers in bespoke sizes to ensure 

the best possible fit to existing installations where replacement covers may be required.  

An innovative approach to protecting your data

Product Clear Opening Weight Loading Material To fit chamber code

W75x60DH62CL 750x675 FACTA D Galvanised steel CD22984

W120x675DH62CL 1200x675 FACTA D Galvanised steel CD22993

W240x675DH62CL 2400x675 FACTA D Galvanised steel CD22983

Quality and Design 
One of the key elements in the successful development of new products

is design. Our CAD team are constantly seeking to improve and develop

new products, whilst using finite element analysis (FEA) to ensure they 

deliver maximum performance.  All our security products can be made 

to suit our client’s precise requirements and are manufactured and 

galvanised to BS EN 1461 standards.
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